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2 Day Zen Houses Workshop



2 Day Zen
Houses
Description

Be a part of a one of a hot new 
contemporary  acrylic painting 
2 day  workshop  hosted by: 
Author, Instructor, and Mixed 
Media Artist,  Jodi Ohl.   

Zen Houses is a merging of two 
of Jodi’s  most popular classes: 
“Zen Painting” and “Funky 
Little City Scapes” with new 
twists and turns sure to please 
artists at every level.

Students will:

• Learn Contemporary 
Painting Techniques on a 

unique surface

• How to draw whimsical 
illustrations

• Water Media approaches 
using specialty acrylic paint

• 3-4 Full size projects and 
several warm up exercises

• Discover how to add depth 
and character to your 

painting through tried and 
true techniques that will 

enhance your overall 
painting techniques



2 Day Zen Abstract Painting 
Workshop



2 Day Zen Abstract  
Painting Description

In the spirit of what’s at the core of  
creating art,  this newest workshop 
by Jodi Ohl truly soothes your artistic 
soul through a ‘Zen-full’ Painting 
experience.  Go beyond the doodle 
and work on unique artist grade hard 
surfaces while exploring how to take 
your pencil, pen, inks, paints, and 
watercolors to a new abstract level.  
You’ll create amazing surreal flowing 
shapes and patterns, full of drama 
and depth while guided by instructor, 
Jodi Ohl.

Recharge your artistic spirit.  

Reconnect with inner peace.

Relax.  It’s just paint.  

Learn to free your mind while 
unleashing your Zen-ful artistic spirit!

You’ll create several 6 x 6 pieces 
during the first part of our course as 
we learn all about our tools, surfaces 
and the Zen Painting process before 
diving into a larger main painting 
during the second session.

Some of the many things we will be 
focusing on:  Creating lines with 
drama, using shading and negative 
spaces to build depth, creating 
texture with writing instruments, 
how to incorporate water colors with 
acrylics, tips and techniques for 
working on unique surfaces, along 
with much, much more! 



Exploring Cold Wax With Jodi Ohl

3 or 5 Day Workshop Options



Exploring Cold 
Wax 

Workshop

Are you looking for something 
new and exciting to explore in 
Do you love texture and 
building up magical layers in 
your art, full of history and 
marks?

Join author, instructor and 
mixed media artist, Jodi Ohl 
during this spectacular (3 or 5 
)day intensive (but fun!!) Cold 
Wax Oil Painting class,, 
“Exploring Cold Wax and Oil” 
with Jodi Ohl.

Trying something new is scary, 
but we will make it easy on you 
in this clear, step by step 
process that will include 
multiple studies on paper and 
on wood.  Best of all, students 
have all supplies on hand  plus 
take several goodies home 
with them. Just show up and 
we take care of  most 
everything else.  

Are you looking for something 
new and exciting to explore in 
the world of painting?  



Absolutely Abstracts   3  Day 
Workshop



Absolutely Abstract 3 Day
Workshop Description

Are you looking to take your acrylic abstract 
painting to a new level?   Are you inspired to 
go large and be loose with your work?   If 
you are looking to surround yourself with 
inspiration, ideas, techniques, and secrets a 
professional artist uses in their day to day 
painting routines,  this is the class for you!

Jodi Ohl will be incorporating many activities 
and processes featured in her new book, 
Absolutely Abstracts, along with tons of 
other techniques that will stretch your mind 
and hone your skills while painting on a 
variety of surfaces including a LARGE 
painting on canvas.

Absolutely Abstracts: 3 days  of abstract 
painting immersion.  

With this extended weekend of focusing on 
a single subject, you’ll have plenty of time to 
relax and dive into your work yet be gently 
be guided and encouraged by your 
instructor and fellow students.

Come make your mark and be all that you 
can be!

Thoughts from your instructor:

Words of advice…Abstract painting can be 
both invigorating and frustrating. This 
weekend we are going to let go of 
expectations for the end result while we 
fully immerse ourselves in the processes.  

You’ll be encouraged to trust your instincts, 
as the answers should come from within and 
not outside sources.  Don’t be afraid of 
making mistakes learn from each other, and 
know that the road isn’t always smooth 
when we are painting. If things came too 
easily, would they be really worth the 
journey??

Are you ready to step out of your comfort 
zone and join in this creative experience?

Are you ready to stretch your wings and 
dance with color? 

Join us today for Absolutely Abstracts with 
Jodi Ohl



Abstracts On Yupo
1 day Workshop



Abstracts On
Yupo 1 Day
Workshop
Description

Class Description:  

Grunge Ink has been a wildly 
popular and unique style of painting 
taught  online and in person by 
mixed media author and instructor,  
Jodi Ohl of Aberdeen, NC. In this 
follow up workshop , Abstracts on 
Yupo,  students will be taken down 
new paths of abstract discovery with 
new projects, new challenges and 
even more depth of color and 
composition.

During this full day course,  you 
will immerse yourself in a wild 
adventure of painting on an 
extraordinary surface:  Yupo Paper.  
Using inks, acrylics, textured 
objects, drawing mediums, stencils 
and so much more, each student 
will learn all of the basics on 
painting with these tools, as well as, 
complete several full size abstract 
compositions over the course of the 
day. 



Flowing Features 1 Day 
Workshop



Flowing Features 
1 Day Workshop 
*Note, I can also 
do this as 4 hour 
class

If you are intimidated by sketching 
or painting faces, this is the class 
for you!

During this lightening fast class 
we will learn the basics of 
sketching facial features along 
with quick studies using 
watercolors, pencils, charcoal, and 
ink.

You’ll be amazed at how quickly 
you can create features that come 
to life in a semi realistic way with 
just a few supplies and a little 
practice under the guidance of 
your instructor.   

*Students will work on water 
color paper, drawing paper but are 
also invited to bring their journals 
for additional work.  All supplies 
included other than brushes!

Jump in and see how fun ‘Face 
painting” painting and sketching 
can be!



Single Peeps-1 Day Version of my 
Dirty Flirty Birds Workshop



Single Peeps

Let go and let your characters 
come to life in a miniature form.  
Working in 3 small format wood 
substrates, we will create a fun 
cast of characters, birds, fish, or 
owls, using acrylic paints, lots 

of contemporary layering 
effects, and an assortment of 

mixed media tools.   

Student will also learn about 
drawing, color choices,  creating 

patterns and variety in their 
work and working in collections.   

This class is one of the 
instructors most asked for 

processes,  come join the fun.

Great for all skill levels, ages 16 
and up!



Jodi Ohl   706 E. Main St.    Aberdeen, NC 28315          www.jodiohl.com jodi@jodiohl.com

Jodi Ohl is a best-selling author, award winning mixed media artist and creative instructor, originally from Dunkirk, NY, who now 

resides in Aberdeen, NC. Having left her day job to pursue her artistic career full time, she  has built a body of work that is known 

for its distinctive texture, bold color combinations which are often whimsical or abstract compositions, as well as motivational in 

nature.  Her art appeals to those that seem to be young at heart and who appreciate the positive side of life whether 

communicated through words, colors, or composition.   Published in over 36 international mixed media magazines such as Cloth 

Paper Scissors, Somerset Studios, Artful Blogging, Artful Journaling, Somerset Holidays and Celebrations, and Cloth Paper Scissors 

Studios, Acrylic Artist, as well as a contributor to 7 mixed media books.  For three years in a row, Jodi’s paintings have been 

featured in the curated books featuring the best of mixed media, “Incite 2,3 and 4”. Recently, Jodi had the distinct honor of being 

the featured artist in Somerset Studio magazine’s Nov/Dec 2016 issue has been a regular   guest columnist for Cloth Paper Scissors. 

Jodi enjoys writing about her art and sharing the love of healing and motivation through creativity.  She is represented by regional 

galleries in North Carolina and several others along the East Coast.  In addition, Jodi is a popular mixed media art teacher online 

and in person, teaching at both large and small local and national workshops around the US.  When not painting, she enjoys time 

with her two sons, Joshua and Zachary as well as other friends and family.  

Jodi’s first book “Abstracts in Acrylic and Ink” was recently released by North Light Books.   Combining her approachable teaching 

and writing style, Jodi’s  book is much like having a seat next to the artist at one of her popular workshops.  Jodi welcomes visitors 

to her website www.jodiohl.com where you can find a full listing of classes, weekly musings, and additional artwork for sale.
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